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COUNTY MANAGER

The RFQ proposals for the due diligence work at the Teachey property in Scotts Hill are due today (October 
16th).  We hope to have the approval of a contract on the agenda for the second meeting in November. 
 
Larry Boehling's office is preparing the contract to purchase for the Morton property on US 117 north of 
Burgaw. 
 
Chris Ramm has provided the earnest money deposit required for the purchase lot 6 in Pender Commerce 
Park.  The upset bid period ends Sunday. 
 
We are working with an environmental consultant on a proposal for the assessment at the former BASF 
property on US 421.  The assessment is needed in order to develop a protocol for how to remove 
asbestos, lead, industrial waste, or other hazardous materials present at the site.  Once this is complete 
we will solicit proposals for the demo of the buildings and abandoned infrastructure present on the 
property.
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FACILITIES AND FLEET

Pender County Courthouse (Reference attached progress pictures): 
 
Thomas Construction started the interior scope of repairs on June 1, 2020.  Substantial completion is 
scheduled for December 29, 2020 and the final completion is scheduled for January 26, 2021.

To follow are the schedule highlights:

*Welders are working in the elevator shaft and will soon be tying into walls.

*Cutting holes and reinforcing the crawl space as needed for HVAC retrofit etc., but this is a slow process  
for obvious reasons

*The generator pads are formed up

*Hanging sheetrock continues on the exterior walls

*Work continues with the drainage system improvements in the NE and NW areas of the Courthouse 
square

*Coordination continues with AT&T to run the copper analog phone lines needed into the IT server room

Burgaw (Government Complex) Generator Project:

This project is now complete.  In the event of power loss, the fuel depot, portions of the Health 
Department and all of the Agriculture building will have generator power.

Burgaw Elementary Generator Project:

This project is now complete.  A classroom wing of approximately 30 classrooms is now generator ready.  
This means Pender County Emergency Management can use this building for sheltering purposes for the 
public during an emergency event.
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Covid-19 Preparedness:

The Facilities Team continues to work to provide as safe of an environment as possible for both the 
employees and public of Pender County.  PPE, hand sanitizer, and various sneeze guards have been 
fabricated and provided when necessary.
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Pender County Government Update
Department

HUMAN RESOURCES

HR has been incredibly busy over the last couple of weeks beginning with Open Enrollment kicking off for 
all employees. We have made the entire process digital so employees are able to complete all of their 
Open Enrollment through our ESS portal. We have been addressing all the phone calls and emails that 
have come in regarding benefits. We have also onboarding 7 employees over the last two-weeks and have 
actively been doing cross trainings with each other within our own department. Additionally, we are 
developing more recruiting techniques to help us recruit potential employees to our hiring pool. Finally, we 
are gearing up for holiday festivities with our Party Planning Committee and will be hosting our first event 
shortly after the elections wrap up.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICE

Information Technology Services (ITS) Department
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PARKS & RECREATION

Last week we had a new employee start in the position of part-time recreation coordinator. Sam will
be assisting the department with recreational and educational programming across the County. She
has a considerable amount of programming experience and has jumped right into her new role. 
Staff have been adjusting plans for our Christmas events to meet all COVID-19 requirements. 
The Holly Shelter shooting range remains closed until further notice. We have been interviewing
staff the past few weeks in order to be properly staffed to reopen the range. 
Several youth recreation partner programs are continuing to use facilities to host practices and
workouts. Soccer and baseball games have begun at Hampstead Kiwanis Park and Pender
Memorial Park.
On Monday we held our biweekly meeting with facilities and fleet services to ensure that we
communicate all park related activities and maintenance request.
Staff have been working this week to prepare both Pender Memorial Park and Hampstead Kiwanis
Park for the Drive In Ghost Walk Movies next Friday and Saturday.
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PENDER FIRE AND EMS

Nothing Further to report
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PLANNING

Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) - Hurricane Florence: The HMGP Florence Expedited Program 
is moving steadily, and seven of the twenty-one properties still in this program have been acquired by the 
County. There have been four withdrawals from the program as of October 16, 2020\. The deadline for 
demolition of structures in this program has been extended to March 14, 2021. This deadline was 
originally mid-September. Reimbursement requests from Pender County related to this grant are being 
developed and sent out as well.

The overall HMGP for Hurricane Florence is still awaiting final approval from the State. FEMA requested 
supplemental documentation from a number of applicants for acquisition beyond what preliminary figures 
showed would be included in the grant. We are hopeful that that request indicates that there may be more 
funding available than first thought. Properties that are not funded will move to an unmet needs list and 
be applied for mitigation through the Community Development Block Grant-Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) 
program that is yet to be funded.

Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) - Hurricane Matthew: The HMGP Hurricane Matthew program 
is in the final stages – the remaining projects include two property acquisitions and two home elevations 
on Topsail Island. The elevations are currently being reviewed by the NC Division of Coastal Management. 
Pender County has recently received reimbursement for a number of items under this grant, and the State 
is currently reviewing additional reimbursement requests as well.

Disaster Recovery Act: All policies, memorandum of understandings, indemnity documents are 
completed.  The Construction Committee of the Long-Term Recovery Group is continues to put projects 
together.  Currently, seventeen total projects have been approved. The cost to execute each of these 
projects totals $387,990.54. Of the seventeen projects, Habitat has two (one home repair and one home 
replacement), WARM has thirteen, Baptists on Mission has one (elevation and home repair), and DART has 
one. There has also been recent movement by the Construction Committee on homes that were originally 
part of the DRA program for Hurricane Matthew. The Construction Committee and Long Term Recovery 
Group as a whole are doing amazing work and should be commended for their efforts.

Through the efforts of Daniel Adams and Tera Cline, along with Pender County Finance, reimbursement 
requests are being submitted regularly and payments are currently being received expeditiously.

UDO Update Project: The UDO Update project remains on hold at this time. In the meantime, Staff brought 
forward a zoning text amendment to modify the development process in the PD, Planned Development 
zoning district in accordance with proposed changes in the draft UDO. This zoning text amendment 
received a unanimous recommendation of approval by the Planning Board at their September 1, 2020 
meeting, and was approved by the Board of County Commissioners on Monday, September 21, 2020.

The Planning Board also received a presentation from Planning Director Travis Henley regarding the UDO 
Update at their September meeting, in which it was announced that the project will remain on hold until 
the Planning Division can be brought back to full strength in early 2021.

Current Planning: There are a multitude of projects under review in the Planning Department for 
commercial and residential projects alike. There are multiple Master Development Plans, Rezonings, and
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 Special Use Permits that will be heard by the Planning Board and Board of County Commissioners over 
the coming months. As a reminder, all projects in the planning process are located online and can be 
found at:  http://www.pendercountync.gov/pcd/planning-zoning/pending-and-approved-projects/
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REGISTER OF DEEDS
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SHERIFF

See the Calls for Service Activity for September 2020. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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TOURISM

.
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UTILITY OPERATIONS

PENDER COUNTY UTILITIES (PCU) & WATER DISTRICTS:  
The concrete foundation for the Kiwanis Park well was poured this week, and other construction work 
continues. The Annex well is typically operating 5 days per week, and we are working out some minor 
control and operational issues with the contractor.

Surveying work will begin next week for our Maple Hill Water Interconnections project, with actual 
construction beginning the following week. The contractor expects to complete the work in December, 
which is several months ahead of schedule.

Staff work and status updates since last report:  
• Contacted NCDEQ for monthly reporting guidance  
• Started on FOG (Fats-Oil-Grease) inspections for PCU sewer permit with CFPUA (Rocky Point area)  
• Ordered parts for the relocation of the water meter at the CW’s gas station due to meter issue and not in 
the right of way  
• Seven water taps installed, one emergency water tap, and one meter relocation out of a driveway by Glen 
and Mark  
• Broken bell joint and two valve failures on sewer force main, all adjacent to the Regional Pump Station on 
117 near Paul’s Place. Scheduling the first of the repairs next week and working to get another valve cut in 
on the force main. Temporary piping is in place until work can be completed.  
• Coordinating with T & H Construction for water line repair on Sandhill Drive that is deeper than PCU 
equipment capabilities  
• Working on chemical feed issues at Annex Well due to iron fouling of injection probe. Probe cleaned and 
moved to different location by McKim & Creed and contractor.  
• Soliciting quotes for light boom, equipment trailers, and replacement truck quotes  
• Ordered 18” smooth edge bucket for mini-excavator for digging near other buried utilities  
• Met with contractor about new turn lane at Coastal Plantation and water service conflict on US 17 in 
Hampstead  
• Water flushing at Coastal Plantation  
• Approximately 12,000 gallons water used on controlled burn in Scotts Hill by fire department  
• We have one employee out for 30 days for due to medical issues  
• 236 water line location requests (locates) in the last two weeks. A locate can be for a house or when 
contractors call-in for long patches of highways that can be up to 1.5 miles. A normal locate takes 30 
minutes to 1.5 hours on average, partially due to driving time to the areas. The number of locates reduces 
the amount of staff time available to complete other tasks.  
• Taking 60 plus lead & copper samples for drinking water sampling requirements, for NC Public Water 
Supply requirements for the distribution system.  
• Review of material for relocating at BASF site and where to put them. Utilities is in need of regional and 
central locations for equipment and materials.

WATER PRODUCTION NUMBERS:  
January 2020 Daily Avg: 1.141 MGD from Water Plant, 0.625 MGD pumped to Hampstead/Scott’s Hill  
February 2020 Daily Avg: 1.187 MGD from WP, 0.628 MGD to Hamp/SH  
March 2020 Daily Avg: 1.283 MGD from WP, 0.004 MGD from Wallace, 0.704 MGD to Hamp/SH  
April 2020 Daily Avg: 1.263 MGD from WP, 0.162 MGD from Wallace, 0.843 MGD to Hamp/SH  
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May 2020 Daily Avg: 1.300 MGD from WP, 0.286 MGD from Wallace, 0.959 MGD to Hamp/SH  
June 2020 Daily Avg: 1.24 MGD from WP, 0.267 MGD from Wallace, 0.939 MGD to Hamp/SH  
July 2020 Daily Avg: 1.374 MGD from WP, 0.364 MGD from Wallace, 1.124 MGD to Hamp/SH  
August 2020 Daily Avg: 1.58 MGD from WP, 0.038 MGD from Wallace, 0.901 MGD to Hamp/SH, 786,432 
gallons total Annex Well flow  
September 2020 Daily Avg: 1.46 MGD from WP, 0.048 MGD from Wallace, 0.820 MGD to Hamp/SH, 0.137 
MGD from Annex Well  
October 1-14, 2020 Daily Avg: 1.49 MGD from WP, 0 MGD from Wallace, 0.799 MGD to Hamp/SH, 0.106 
MGD from Annex Well

WATER TREATMENT PLANT  
Synagro began the ferric sludge dredging project on Monday the 5th and concluded on Saturday the 10th. 
In total, 980,000 gallons of sludge was removed from the North Pond. This project was a huge success. 
Thanks go out to everyone that helped with this project from plant staff, to the distribution crew that came 
out with equipment to help remove sections of guardrail, and especially Wastewater Plant Superintendent 
Kurt for all of his efforts. PHOTOS of the sludge removal operation are attached.  

Sal repaired a relay switch on the air compressor this week as well as a leak on the air lifts that sends our 
sludge to the ponds.  On Monday the 12th at shutdown, Sal and Tom drained the rapid mix chambers to 
confirm no raw water was leaking into the plant after shutdown and we inspected the Ferric Sulfate and 
Sodium Hydroxide feed lines.

Tom passed his A-Well and Physical/Chemical 1 exams to earn state certifications.

Overall, the plant is running really well with no major issues.

Production numbers for the month so far are 20.8 MG for a daily average of 1.49MGD.

PCP WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT - MKKAES (Melinda K. Knoezer Adaptive Ecosystem)  
Plant staff has been very busy. Kurt has been bouncing back and forth from working over at the BASF site 
cleaning out a 40’ Conex box and fixing an old truck for a yard truck, as well as helping the water plant 
with Synagro’s needs during sludge pond cleaning. Kurt has also been helping our new water plant 
superintendent get more familiar with our vendors (types of materials supplied, vendor locations, contact 
information). Kurt has also been working on the purchase of paint and supplies for the Conex boxes to 
make them more presentable for relocation to the WWTP and the Willard Convenience Center. Staff has 
been prepping to pressure wash the Conex boxes to get ready for paint next week. Staff has also been 
working on the pay study form completion and the monthly report. Staff is starting a major clean-up 
project of the clarifier that is not currently in use. This will be an ongoing project that will take several 
weeks. We also had YSI come out and talk to us about some different online probes for better monitoring 
of plant treatment status. We will be working with some loaner probes and gathering data for a future 
project.

SOLID WASTE  
The Transfer Station is creating 90-100 tickets daily for disposal records. Waiting time at scales is about 8 
minutes IN and 10 minutes OUT.

Our new electronics recycler, American Greenz, had their first pickup on October 14th at Hampstead CC.

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL TONNAGE FOR SEPTEMBER 2020  
MSW Kitchen trash collected 2314.61 tons  
Construction & demolition 720.60 tons  
Recycling 114.80 tons  
Tires recycled 87.43 tons  
Shreds and Whitegoods (no data yet)  
TV’s Monitors (no data yet)
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